
Operations Committee Agenda
January 5, 2022  2:45 p.m.

Roll Call
Donna Prewedo P Mai Lee A
Dave Linne P Daniel Vega P
Jamie Olson P Beth Brandt P
Richard Beaumont P

1.0 Building/Maintenance

● Current Projects
○ Need to get a bid from Gilbert with information on upgrading the computer

system and also boilers for moving forward.
○ Staffing needs (Atlas)

Currently we have Martin every night from 4-8 who is helping with sanitizing and
also cleaning. Make sure that we are upgrading the cleaning especially with
COVID variants.

○ We are still on track with upgrades and maintenance items. Making lists of things
that are yet to be accomplished.

○ We need to order samples for desks. 3-4 grades are all planning to have desks in
the classrooms (COVID Expense) so we want to see what that would look like.

○ We have also discussed lockers and potentially changing out all the lockers
upstairs for double (up/down) lockers for all 5-8 graders so they do not need to
use any downstairs lockers. This would allow us to have better locker use
downstairs and perhaps remove some older lockers that are in the cafeteria or
the pod near the small playground.

2.0 Transporation

● Currently we are on track for busing with Centerline. We have been lucky enough to
have all our buses and route drivers. We know that Centerline did not take St Paul
Schools this year knowing that they wouldn’t have enough drivers. We have heard that
we will see an increase in the costs, however it will not be near what we thought it would
be. We were anticipating about a 12% increase, but it will be around 6% or less.

● Vans (Tracey) Waiting for Tracey to be back to work and give us an update on the vans
and what she heard from the highway patrol. We know that the vans need to be within
10 years old to transport children. Our vans are both 2010 (?). We were all given an
extension with COVID of 2 years old and are waiting to hear what the manufactured date
of the vans are and if we are still able to use them for transporting the kids.

3.0 Foodservice



● Lunch/menu
○ Need to get another food vendor bid-checking into CKC.

Lunch and menu are better, but still lots of desires for food that kids will eat.
Dumping the milk in the buckets in hallways is also not ideal and makes a huge
mess. Wondering if there is another way to keep that clean. Also a challenge with
eating breakfast in classrooms vs in the cafeteria.
Currently having a part time staff member from Atlas which has been extremely
helpful. We have Miles who is a regular that we are scheduled to have through
the end of the year.

4.0 Front Desk

● Open position (Hmong speaking, writing, reading)
○ We are still looking into a full time front desk position. This position would assist

and cover Mr. Vega. The person needs to be fluent in Hmong and can translate
from speaking to writing. We potentially would need another back up if Mr. Vega
is out ill or on vacation. Currently Mai, Donna and MyChee cover as needed. We
have a couple potential candidates. We use Atlas staffing for kitchen assistance.


